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F rom about 1800 to 1818 Simon Willard, his appren-
tices, and family members made the new Improved 

Timepiece. During this time they placed various patent 
references on their reverse-painted glasses, probably in 
deference to the Patentee. Rarely was their work signed in 
a conventional manner on the dial. Simon Willard’s Pat-
ent was from 1802 to 1816. He never placed his name on 
the dial of these early examples. Early work made by oth-
ers was nearly identical to Simon Willard’s except for the 

reverse-painted “Patent” refer-
ence found on their glasses.

Over many years, questions 
surrounding the various pat-
ent references found on early 
timepieces have been raised 
in an attempt to establish at-
tribution. 

The visual content of early 
glasses is distinctly different 
from all later glasses.    

This article looks at the ap-
plication of patent references on 
glasses of early Improved Time-
pieces in light of the discovery 
of this unusual example.

This particular Roxbury 
Massachusetts Willard School 
Improved Timepiece,  circa 
1810-15 (Figure 1), found its 
way to Philadelphia early in the 
nineteenth century. Based on 
two repair labels, its Philadel-
phia history was discovered.  It 
bears a rare and perhaps unique 
form of patent reference on the 
bottom glass.

Philadelphia History   
This timepiece appeared 

at auction near Philadelphia. 
Inside the case is a label of 
Daniel W. Bates, Standard 
Clock Repairing Depot, Ridge 
Avenue and Race Street Phila-
delphia, circa 1870-1880 (Fig-
ure 2A). On the backboard is 
a label of G. S. Lovell Clock 

Co., 18 South 10th Street (between Market and Chestnut 
streets), Philadelphia (about 1900 and later) (Figure 2B). 
Lovell’s shop was near City Hall. He was a merchant with 
a  repair shop. On Lovell’s label is written: Return to: “J. 
T. Vodges Room 127 City Hall.” The monumental Phila-
delphia City Hall was completed in 1900, taking about 30 
years to build.

Research revealed the name was misspelled on the la-
bel and is actually J. T. Vogdes, whose offi ce was Room 
127, City Hall. Jesse T. Vogdes was the chief engineer and 
superintendent of Fairmount Park from 1898 to 1919. 
Fairmount Park is the largest inner-city park in the Unit-
ed States. His father  (1818-1893) and grandfather (1783-
1847) were both Jesse T. Vogdes, and both were builders 
in West Philadelphia. I was able to contact Elizabeth Vog-
des, his great-granddaughter, an architect in the Philadel-
phia area. She confi rmed the clock was from her family.

Condition and Restoration
Improved  Timepieces have been characterized as “ac-
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Figures 2A, above, and 2B, below. Labels of Daniel Bates and 
G. S. Lovell found on the case. 

Figure 1. Willard School 
Improved Timepiece
with an unusual bottom glass 
marked “Patent.”
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cidents waiting to happen.” Tolerances between case 
parts and moving parts are minimal. Improper repair or 
alterations can obscure their authenticity. Timepiece sur-
faces are 75 percent reverse-painted glass and can easily 
break. I mention this because both original glasses of this 
example were miraculously intact.

If timepieces are maintained sympathetically, they are 
durable. Cases are fused together with hide glue (no nails 
or screws for non-articulated parts), and these joints are 
stronger than the wood they hold together. Their simple 
durable movements, with proper maintenance, will run 
forever. Bottom boards were lightly glued or simply dove-
tailed, so that if the weight cord broke, the board would 
easily give way, which helped to prevent the glasses from 
breaking.

Some design features were faulty, particularly the use 
of fi llister bolts threaded directly into the wood back-
board to secure movements. These bolts and other small 
metal parts are often lost over the 200 years these clocks 
have been in existence.

The loss and replacement of fi nials is a near 100 percent 
certainty. It’s amusing to look at two photos of a “noted” 
timepiece in books, one taken years ago, one more recent-
ly, and fi nd the fi nials in each photo are different.

The only substantive components missing from this 
example were the sheet-iron dial and the fi nial. Small 
case parts that are commonly missing were replaced. 
Crude “repairs” were corrected.

The recoil movement has a step train of gears and pin-
ions, with large plates and a T-bridge pendulum suspen-
sion. 

The top edge of the one-piece backboard was damaged 
after an attempt to install a larger hanger. An appropriate 
hanger and removable internal brass support were made 
to ensure stability, the damage left ap-
parent. 

The front-to-back ogee plinth atop 
the half-round mahogany head was 
altered at the rear to make it easier to 
hang the clock, a fairly common al-
teration. No attempt to correct this 
was made, as the full length of the 
plinth is apparent (Figure 3). 

The case is within tolerances of fi rst 
period (1802-1816) patent timepieces.

Original glasses offer clues to mak-
ers that can only be evaluated within 
the entire context of the timepiece.

The original glasses were stabi-
lized and restored where necessary. 
The center area within the borders 
of the bottom glass had almost no 
damage. The mahogany frames hold-
ing the glasses are cross banded (pos-
sibly with rosewood), with no line 
inlay, mitered and joined with single 
splines; the throat frame is rabbeted. 

Two external bolts hold the throat frame to the case. Both 
frames were in good condition and are stamped “III,” as 
is the case. Layers of dirt and paint spots were removed 
from the case with care, and I believe the original shellac 
fi nish remains undisturbed.

This example retains all its original parts, except those 
noted. It also has its original winding key.

The general case construction is consistent with exam-
ples of later Simon Willard (1810-1815) patent timepieces. 

I mention these details to demonstrate that losses and 
alterations are common.

Patent References on Glasses
The application of “Patent” references on glasses seems 

to follow a chronological pattern based on the 1802 Pat-
ent secured by Simon Willard.  In 1818 Simon Willard 
ceased making Improved Timepieces himself. A number 
of family members and apprentices made near-identical 
clocks that are distinguished from Simon Willard’s by 
Patent references on their glasses, and little else. 

The basic variations of “Patent” references that appear 
on Improved Timepiece glasses, in approximate chrono-
logical order, are:

Figure 4A. “S. Willard’s Patent”:  Prominently displayed 
on the bottom glass. This is the earliest reference that in-
dicates the work of Simon Willard. Letter styles vary.

Figure 4B. “S. Willard’s Patent E Pluribus Unum”:  This 
reference, always displayed on the bottom glass, seems 
to be the work of Simon Willard when “S. Willard’s Pat-
ent” is separate and much larger than “E Pluribus Unum” 
found on a small ribbon.

Figure 4C. “S. Willard’s Patent E Pluribus Unum” This 
appears in a uniform small size within bands of small rib-
bons and seems to be the work of apprentices as evidenced 

by two signed and dated examples by 
E. Taber (1804) and A. Turner, shown 
(1809).

Figure 4D. “Patent” only on the 
bottom glass. This variation is rare 
with few known examples. The sub-
ject of this article is an example. Oth-
ers are from a group of similar exam-
ples (see Figure 10) discussed in the 
section Comparisons and date from 
about 1805. 

Figure 4E. “Willard’s Patent” ap-
pears on the throat glass and rarely 
on the bottom glass. Always the work 
of apprentices or family members. 

Figure 4F. “Patent” appears on the 
bottom of the throat glass in a small 
size on a wide variety of clocks. This 
variation is the most common.  

When other makers began placing 
Patent references on timepiece glasses 
contemporaneously with Simon Wil-
lard, questions of attribution later be-

Figure 3.  The damaged full-length 
plinth, replaced fi nial, and hanger. 
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4A. Marked “S. Willard’s Patent.”

Figures 4A-4F. A chronology of “Patent” inscriptions found on glasses.
The earliest, “S. Willard’s Patent” (4A) and the latest, “Patent” commonly found on throat glass (4F). See text.

4B. Marked “S. Willard’s Patent E Pluribus Unum.”

4C. Marked “S. Willard’s Patent E Pluribus Unum.” 4D. Marked “Patent.”

4E. Marked “Willard’s Patent.” 4F. Marked “Patent.”
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came more complex and often misguided, because these 
early timepieces were rarely signed in a conventional 
manner on the dial. As noted, a few early examples are 
signed and dated on movements.

William Cummens, an early Willard apprentice from 
about 1782 to 1789, is an exception. He often signed his 
work on the dial. A Cummens label exists claiming he 
was the only person authorized to make the Improved 
Timepiece other than Simon Willard. This claim was 
short-lived.

Improved Timepieces of this period made by Aaron 
Willard Jr., Simon Willard’s nephew, also show early vari-
ation in the application of “Patent” references and dial 
signatures. Timepieces by Aaron Sr. are rare, while Aaron 
Jr. was the most prolifi c maker by far. Aaron Jr. timepieces 
use a numbering system on their dials and were signed. 
The earlier examples by both bear patent references on 
their glasses.

Each time an unrecorded early example surfaces with 
suffi cient authenticity it adds to our understanding of Si-
mon Willard’s legacy. 

It seems these early Patent references were applied in 
deference to the Patentee by this closely connected group 
of clockmakers.

After about 1818, other makers put their names on di-
als, throat glasses, or simply used the word “Patent” in a 
small size on the throat glass. At this time makers across 
the region began making similar examples. By 1830 “Pat-
ent” references disappear.

Standardization of Early Improved Timepieces
Early Improved Timepiece cases were standardized 

and rarely vary by 1/16 inch; all were made by a small 
group of local cabinetmakers, who had slightly differ-
ing work traits. The same group of ornamental paint-
ers made the glasses. Near-identical glasses are found 

on early examples, indicating there is rarely only one of 
anything.

Simon’s early work employed variety in the use of side 
rails, glasses, case, and fi nial features. However, the over-
all case proportions are the same. These beautiful propor-
tions are clearly different from later examples made after 
the patent period and beyond. The three types of frames 
holding glasses on early Improved Timepieces are: fl at 
cross banded (with variations in inlays and construction); 
gilt rope front; and blocked and reeded frames. There are 
early examples with decorative paint surfaces, but the 
overall proportions are the same.

Overview of This Glass
The example in Figure 1 was made within the Patent 

period. “Patent” is prominently displayed on the bottom 
glass above a large and elaborate ovoid device with a lau-
rel wreath and ribbon surrounding the pendulum aper-
ture (Figure 5). The ovoid aperture contains a beaded ring 
and leaf forms frequently found on early timepiece glass, 
all within an unusual green faux marble background. 
The thin bronzed stenciled border suggests an early har-
binger of the changes that would occur in later glasses 
as less gold leaf was used in preference for stenciling and 
bronzing powders.

There is a group of early (ca. 1805) “rope front” time-
pieces, nearly identical to each other, marked with vari-
ous “Patent” references on the bottom glass discussed 
later in Comparisons. These are the only other glasses I 
know of that are marked “Patent” only on the bottom 
glasses.

This timepiece, with “Patent” prominently displayed 
on the bottom glass in this manner, appears to be unique. 

The wreath and ribbon on this bottom glass, which 
surrounds the “Patent” reference, is similar to other 
examples. One in the Robinson/Burt Willard House 

Figure 5. Bottom glass with “Patent” prominently displayed 
within a laurel wreath. 

Figure 6. An early bottom glass marked “S. Willard’s Patent” 
featuring a laurel wreath and ribbon. FOLEY. COURTESY WILLARD 
HOUSE.
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book, pages 164-166, shows this resemblance (Figure 
6).   

Laurel wreaths, oak leaves, and acorns, each tied to-
gether with ribbons, are motifs found in many early 
Improved Timepiece glasses. These images originated in 
classical antiquity. Similar devices appear as architectural 
devices and ornaments of the period.

A laurel wreath crown, tied together with a ribbon, 
is an ancient symbol of victory. Oak leaves and acorns 
symbolize strength, durability, and perseverance. These 
are well known today in military insignias as “Oak Leaf 
Clusters.” Cornucopias, symbols of fecundity, also are 
found. All are from the neoclassical idiom. This is what 
sets them apart from later glasses that evolve into more 
literal and romantic imagery.

Glasses Signed by Ornamental Painters  
Very few glasses are signed by ornamental painters. 

Signed glasses are known by Spencer Nolen, John Ritto 
Penniman, and Charles Bullard, all of whom worked for 
the Willards and other clockmakers. Other artists such as 
John Minott, discussed in Foley, were involved in early 
glass painting, although there are no signed glasses by 
Minott. These glass artists also painted dials and other 
objects, some of which are signed.

Attribution
Two timepieces having glasses with large non-fi gura-

tive ovoid devices are attributed to Aaron Willard in Foley 
(Figures 7 and 8). Both have “Willard’s Patent” on their 
throat glasses. These two and the subject example have 
varying yellow backgrounds. You would think a large 
non-fi gurative ovoid motif would be more common, but 
it is not. 

Simon Willard’s glasses avoided pictorial images other 
than those related to the Great Seal of the United States, 
particularly the Eagle blazon. It may be that Aaron Wil-

lard followed his brother’s standard for most of his small 
output of Improved Timepieces.

Aaron Willard was involved in several businesses, and 
many artisans, artists, and clockmakers worked in his 
large manufacturing compound. Ornamental painters 
John Ritto Penniman and Charles Bullard, probably Pen-
niman’s apprentice, worked there; Penniman from about 
1803. Also working there was Willard (Aaron Sr.) and 
Nolen (Spencer), ornamental painters, whose business 
ended in 1806, and were succeeded by Nolen & Curtis 
(Samuel), both ornamental painters, Samuel the brother 
of Lemuel Curtis. Aaron Willard Sr.’s interest in Willard 
& Nolen was fi nancial; Nolen was his son-in-law (Spencer 
Nolen married Nancy Willard, Aaron’s eldest daughter). 
This was a very close-knit group connected through fam-
ily and marriage. The Nolens moved to Philadelphia in 
1817. Philadelphia court records after Nolen’s death show 
the plight of Nancy (Willard) Nolen’s inheritance from 
her father Aaron Willard Sr.

Carol Damon Andrews’ study of John Ritto Penniman 
offers interesting insight into the turbulent life of this 
talented artist.

As brothers, Simon and Aaron infl uenced each other. 
However, they maintained separate businesses. Aaron 
was the more successful businessman. History accorded 
Simon greater fame. They both used the same group of 
artists and artisans to make glasses, dials, and other com-
ponents for their clocks. 

John Doggett’s Day Book (1802-1809) offers a record of 
those who did business with him. Doggett was a carver, 
gilder, and looking glass and cabinetmaker in Roxbury. 
The Willards are prominently noted in his record, as are 
many other artists and artisans. Doggett’s record offers 
insights into these relationships.

I have thought this example might be by Aaron Wil-
lard based on much of the preceding, as well as case and 
movement characteristics.  

Figures 7 and 8, left and right. Two examples of early non-fi gurative “ovoid” glasses attributed to Aaron Willard. FOLEY.
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Comparisons
A group of near-identical early Improved Timepieces 

offer comparisons for study with regard to the rare occur-
rence of a “Patent” reference only on the bottom glass. 
This group of timepieces appeared about 1805, all in gild-
ed rope front cases.

This group is best illustrated in Foley, p. 21  (Figure 9, 
which is marked “S. Willard’s Patent.” Others have near- 
identical architectural glasses. One is signed by Spencer 
Nolen (Figure 10). The word “Patent” only appears on 
this glass and on other examples, suggesting only the 
Foley example is by Simon himself.

Another appeared at Skinner’s auction in 2010, howev-
er, with the throat glass partly altered. Another appeared 
at auction quite some time ago with a throat thermom-
eter. The bottom glass marked “Patent.”

Obviously, these clues are compelling because the 
“Patent” references vary within this “identical” group. All 
glasses in this group are probably by Spencer Nolen. Only 
one seems the work of Simon Willard. These glasses are 
clearly architectural.

Summary 
Simon Willard’s early glasses refl ect a visual vocabu-

lary that includes neoclassical and heraldic symbolism. 
These are described in my earlier article: “Neoclassical Ar-
chitecture, Heraldry and Simon Willard’s Earliest Reverse 
Painting’s: Their Sources of Inspiration” (Watch & Clock 
Bulletin July/August 2014).

Early glasses have scratch-drawn gilt elements refl ect-
ing components from the Great Seal of the United States 
or Federal (neoclassical) architectural devices. It seems 
that Simon Willard avoided literal/pictorial images en-
tirely.

Few early Improved Timepieces are signed and dated. 
Among these are examples with symbolic gilt scratch-

drawn glasses. These examples are signed and dated on 
their movements: Elnathan Taber, dated 1804 (American 
Banjo Clockss, p. 49), Aaron Willard dated 1808 (American 
Banjo Clocks, p. 57), and Ansel Turner dated 1809 (NAW-
CC Bulletin, Vol. 43/3, No. 332, June 2001).  The Taber and 
Turner glasses have “S. Willard’s Patent E Pluribus Unum” 
in a small size within ribbons on the bottom glass. The 
signed and dated Aaron Willard, a most extraordinary ex-
ample, has no indication of any Patent reference on the 
glasses.

This evidence would suggest that glasses of this type 
are not by Simon Willard.

Later glasses refl ect allegorical, pastoral, military 
scenes, and naval battles of the War of 1812. Other var-
ied images abandon the simple architectural and scratch- 
drawn approaches, becoming more fi gurative, pictorial, 
and colorful. The extensive use of gold leaf diminishes 
greatly, probably due to cost over a relatively short time, 
and was replaced largely with elaborate stenciling.

Simon Willard worked within the apprenticeship sys-
tem for the greater part of his career. The strong famil-
ial connection may explain the application of differing 
Patent references on glasses by early makers within the 
Willard school. These variations seem intended to dis-
tinguish them from the Patentee in subject matter, style, 
and size of the application of the Patent reference on the 
glass, in deference to the master.

By 1818, after the Patent expired, the popularity of the 
Improved Timepiece had spread and Willard’s Patent Time-
piece became generic. The use of Patent reference on glasses 
continued for about another decade, and then disappeared.

Conclusion
Published studies of the Improved Timepiece have 

been attempted by a number of writers over the years, 
and all are to be applauded. 

Figure 9. An “S. Willard Patent” architectural glass attributed 
to the artist Spencer Nolen. FOLEY.

Figure 10. An early “Patent” architectural glass signed by 
Spencer Nolen. ISRAEL SACK.
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Paul Foley’s work, Willard’s Patent Time Pieces, 1800 to 
1900, published in 2002, is the most recent and by far the 
most substantial, providing accurate information, com-
prehensive quality images, research, and fi rst source doc-
umentation of the work of this community of early clock-
makers, ornamental painters, casemakers, and more. 

Tackling the fragile issue of Patent references on the 
glasses and an explanation of their content has been 
avoided by most writers, because there is simply little in-
formation available about them.

I hope readers will be tolerant of this and see my ef-
fort not as an attempt to be the last word of authority, 
but simply another voice in the process of preserving and 
clarifying the legacy of Simon Willard.

Differing Patent references suggest deference to the Pat-
entee, while still exploiting his great “brand.” Willard’s 
invention of the Improved Timepiece clearly became a 
“family affair.” Some past attributions are questionable, 
as a great deal of misinformation was published, even by 
experts, over many years.

The year 2011 marked the 100th anniversary of A His-
tory of Simon Willard, Inventor and Clockmaker by John 
Ware Willard, Simon’s great-grandson. Though the in-
formation in this book is fl awed, it is the basis for much 
study. We are indebted to Willard’s great-grandson in re-
cording his family’s important legacy.

Willard’s innovation shaped a new direction for a more 
economical, accurate eight-day timepiece.

The community of clockmakers that surrounded the 
Willards became the vanguard of innovation and change. 

In 1822 Simon Willard put a notice condemning the 
“vile performances” that were passing for his work by 
other makers using his name or reference to his Patent 
on their glasses. At this time “mass produced” wooden 
works clocks, and later cheap brass clocks began their as-
cent, driving down prices and making hand-crafted work 
unsustainable. The Depression of 1837 sealed their fate.

In adding this unusual Patent Timepiece to the body 
of evidence, I hope over time a better understanding of 
“Patent” references found on early Improved Timepieces 
and their remarkable glasses will emerge.
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